BIKE-TOURER
Comfortable rear pannier pair with QL2.1 system

PVC
free

IP 53

Lid comfortable to open

Anti

Closure buckle

QL2.1

scratch

system

PS33

PS42R

3M-Scotchlite reflektor

Outer front pocket
Removable, padded,
adjustable shoulder strap
Carrying handle for mounting and releasing
the QL2.1 system

VSF.all-ride, valid 8-2013 to
8-2016

Automatically closing 16mm QL2.1 hooks
Exchangeable hook inserts with antiscratch function (8, 10, 12 mm)

Please find information on IP symbols on our info sheet or at www.ortlieb.com/ip-symbols

PRODUCT INFO

Adjustable and rotatable mounting hook (in
15° steps) with anti-scratch function
Semi-elliptical hook rail made of two-component synthetic
with anti-scratch function reduces abrasions on rack
Edge protector with slots for mounting the
ORTLIEB carrying system
Height cm/in

Width cm/in

Depth cm/in

Volume L/cu.in.

Weight g/oz.

40/15.7

23/32 9.1/12.6

17/6.7

38/2319 (pair)

2570/90.7 (pair)

SPECIFICATIONS:

Contents: Panniers comes with shoulder strap, reduction inserts 8, 10 and 12 mm (2 pairs per size)
Optional accessories: ORTLIEB carrying system, outer pocket/s (size S), mesh pocket, bottle cage, 20 mm QL2.1 hook, anti-theft device long
Attention: Maximum load per bag or per side of carrier is 9 kg / 20 lbs. As the admissible load of carriers differ, note the maximum admissible load – (information is normally found on the carrier) – do not exceed the
carrier load limit. We recommend to check-weigh packed bags before riding - reduce the load if necessary. This applies to rear and front carriers and also to lowriders mounted on the fork. Note that the use of bike
panniers will significantly influence the riding properties of your bike.
Note: In order to meet standard IP53 (5=protected against dust, 3=protected against spray water coming from an angle of 60° to the vertical) the lid must be properly closed.
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+ Comfortable waterproof rear pannier (pair) with lid closure
+ Abrasion restistant Cordura fabric
+ QL2.1 mounting system for racks with max. 16 mm tube diameter
+ 20 mm hook available as separate accessory (e.g. for E-bikes)
+ Reduction inserts for tube diameters 8, 10 und 12 mm with anti-scratch function preventing abrasion on the rack
+ Hooks adjustable without requiring tools
+ Lower hook rail made of two-component hard-soft synthetic with anti-scratch function protecting the rack
+ Optimized inner stiffener
+ Easy and fast to open with one hand
+ Subdivided inner organizer, shoulder strap
+ Stable bag with buttons, does not fall over and has distance to dirty ground
+ Large illuminating reflectors
+ Carrying handle
+ Panniers can be used individually
+ Simultaneous use of ORTLIEB Travel-Biker possible
+ Easy to clean inside

